The Month of the Beast
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27

used boy that's at school
(3,6)

27 Man busy with handgun
(4)

16 Give voice and reveal
only diamond? (9)

Down

14 Aeolian harps and the
like turn Greek character
this way (4,5)

4 Can copper fire actor born
in 6/66 (4,6)

18 Greeting male dog owned
by LBJ, run over in 6/66 (3)

2 Drink a feature of training
session (5-2)

16 Almost certain about
aluminum being bizarre (7)

9 Try to include everyone
getting new volume (6)

20 Article on short
Republican candidate
becoming President (6)

3 Appointed in 6/66, CIA
Director expelled alien from
top guards (5)

17 Not quick enough with
European capital in tow (3,4)

21 Be too clever to expose
odd parts of some pictures
(8)

4 Debuting in 6/66, singer's
curled lips join after a month
(5,6)

23 A child with a little head
gets intimate (8)

5 American chased around
possessed by fear (7)

22/12 Big protest of 6/66
ruined charming area fast
(5,7,4)

25 Make a mistake with
assignment (6)

6 Baseball player's power not
all there (3)

24 Sleep in break (not
Sunday) (3)

26 Opening in Boston,
workplace is disrupted by
slogan coined in 6/66 (5,5)

7 Lines up recipe which
includes French seafood (9)

1 Heads for unconsciousness
through adverse hypnotic
state (4)

10 Peacekeepers, having run
out of money by noon, are
still intact (8)
11 Revolutionary ship ready
with 32 men on board (5,3)
12 Checks on demolition of
most of a studio (6)
13 Campaigning group
formed in 6/66 had gains
reversed (3)
15 Retired folk probably

8 Makes energy in boxes (7)

12 See 22

19 Boromir and Aragorn
hold on to 6/66 court
decision (7)

